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Lines with the best biomass yield performances had excellent
survival, uniformity and value
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The �rst speci�c pathogen-free (SPF) shrimp imports into Brazil took place in late 2006, when widely diverse SPF
stocks of Paci�c white shrimp (Litopenaeus vannamei) were brought in from the United States. Four primary
populations in six groups – some of which crossbred – were imported. 

In ongoing work by the authors in experimental ponds, test objectives included performance evaluations of the
imported SPF populations, assessments of the animals’ genetic potential for productivity under local commercial
conditions and comparisons to the authors’ non-SPF “Speed” line, a target of genetic improvement over many years.
The authors also hoped to obtain information that would help guide the new SPF breeding program being launched at
the new SPF Center.

Test design 
Three alternative testing methods were implemented involving elastomer-tagged and untagged animals stocked in
seven ponds. Multiple spawns from six SPF line crosses (some crossbred, some pure line crosses, GK1 to GK6) and
from the commercial nonSPF line were reared under normal larviculture protocols. The performance tests involved
three concurrent experimental blocks of observations. 

Seven side-by-side, 0.1-hectare (ha) experimental ponds were each stocked with 30,000 untagged PL  at a density
of 30 shrimp per square meter for 100 days of grow-out. Each pond was stocked with postlarvae of only one line.
Stocking, feeding and pond management followed commercial routines typical for the region and targeted an average
harvest weight of 12-13 g. The harvested shrimp from these ponds were sent to a processing plant, classi�ed and
packed in commercial categories following routine operating procedures. 

In each of seven ponds, two large cages each contained 46 elastomer-tagged animals representing all seven test
lines. A total of 4,500 tagged animals from all lines were grown in the cages after tagging under the same general
environmental conditions in the seven experimental ponds. 

The seventh pond (A6) also held an additional 2,100 test shrimp, 300 tagged animals from each line, outside the
cages. Grow-out for the tagged animals both in and outside the cages lasted about 70 days and targeted the same
average weight as that for the untagged shrimp. These tagged animals were all individually recorded and weighed at
harvest.

Genetic improvement programs require hard work, sophisticated
methods and functional solutions that can work in the �eld.
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Data analysis
The balanced design utilizing tagged animals in similar ponds allowed quanti�cation of the environmental effects for
each pond, corrections under a statistical framework and incorporation of all data from all experimental blocks into a
robust statistical analysis. Mixed linear statistical models addressed the �xed effects of line, pond and testing mode,
the interaction between line and testing mode, and the random effect of cages nested within testing modes and
ponds 

Statistical analyses were �rst conducted separately for each experimental testing block – nontagged animals in
ponds, tagged animals in cages and tagged animals in pond A6 – and then combined analyses were carried out. The
“breed” composition of each group was also studied using regression approaches to try to quantify consistent breed
and heterosis effects that could help shape the structure of future SPF breeding programs and facilitate commercial
breeding strategies for maximum genetic gain, uniformity and genetic protection.

Results
The statistical analyses for the separate and global data had very similar results, so only the latter is reported here. In
general, all statistical effects tested were highly signi�cant (P < .0001), with a few minor exceptions which were only
marginally signi�cant (P < 0.1, pond effects for survival). The interaction effect of testing mode was mainly a matter
of scale.

The variability associated with the random effects of having cages nested within ponds was minimal for all traits and
practically zero for growth, indicating that differences among cages in the different ponds are likely good estimates
of the environmental effects that were present for each pond. 

Global results of the evaluation of the different shrimp lines are shown in Figs. 1-5. To facilitate interpretation, the
shrimp lines tested are ordered in Figs. 1-4 by decreasing magnitude of their effects on harvest biomass.

Intermediate within-family selection step.
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Fig. 1: Biomass yield at harvest.

Fig. 2: Shrimp weight at harvest.
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Fig. 3: Survival to harvest.

Fig. 4: Weekly weight gain.
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Notice again that the results evaluated different growth periods. The tagged animals were on test only from tagging
to harvest for about 70 days of culture. The untagged animals in the ponds grew about 100 days from stocking to
harvest. Winter season effects must also be considered, which negatively impacted the biomass yields and growth
rates shown in Figs. 1 and 4. Results from summer testing are typically much better, with pond biomass yields over
500 grams per square meter and weekly gains over 1.1 grams.

Leading lines
The shrimp lines with the best biomass yield performances – the nonSPF line, GK1 and GK6 – also had excellent
survival and the greatest uniformity and value of �nal product. Never subject to genetic improvement in Brazil, the
GK1 and GK6 SPF crosses immediately performed at an excellent level of biomass productivity for the winter season.
Other crosses, especially GK4 and GK2, performed rather poorly.

Test results for the three experimental methods yielded very similar results and showed the excellent performance of
the Speed line, demonstrating the successful impact of genetic improvement efforts for the shrimp. Results also
demonstrated the ample genetic variability present in the imported SPF populations, which will constitute a solid
base for further genetic improvement in the SPF animals. 

The only results that were not as positive involved the absence of any consistent heterosis or “breed effects” that
could help the authors more e�ciently shape ongoing breeding programs.

(Editor’s Note: This article was originally published in the May/June 2008 print edition of the Global Aquaculture
Advocate.)
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